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SIMONTON

Plaintiff Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC" or "Commission") alleges as
follows:
NATURE OF THE ACTION
1.

This case involves a fraudulent scheme originated by the defendant, Timothy J.

Huff ("Huff'), the former chief executive officer ("CEO") of GlobeTel Communications, Corp.
("GlobeTel") to fraudulently inflate GlobeTel's revenue from in about May 2002 through in or
about October 2004. Huff was assisted in his scheme by Thomas Y. Jimenez ("Jimenez"), the
former chief financial officer ("CFO") of GlobeTel.
2.

Huffs scheme involved the creation of millions of dollars in fake invoices that

appeared to reflect transactions between GlobeTel and telecommunication ("telecom")
companies in Mexico, Brazil and the Philippines. These invoices, which were created by
Jimenez at Huffs direction, falsely created the appearance that GlobeTel was buying and selling
telecom "minutes." In reality, GlobeTel never bought or sold anything under those invoices.
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When GlobeTel's auditors requested technical documents to confirm the transactions, Huffand
Jimenez lied to the auditors and then created fake technical documents, known as call detail
records ("CDRs"), to corroborate the fake invoices. When accounts receivable built up on
GlobeTel's books as a result ofthe fake invoices, Huff and Jimenez created ficititious
transactions to make the accounts receivable disappear.
3.

As a direct result ofl-Iuffs scheme, GlobeTel issued periodic reports, registration

statements and press releases that misled investors because they materially misstated GlobeTel's
financial results for at least the period from the third quarter of 2002 through the end of 2004.
4.

The SEC brings this action based upon violations ofthe securities law that Huff

committed in furtherance of his scheme.
JUIUSDICTION AND VENUE
5.

The Court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to Section 22(a) of the

Securities Act [15 U.S.C. § 77v(a)] and Sections 2I(d), 2I(e) and 27 of the Exchange Act [15
U.S.C. §§ 78u(d), 78u(e) and 78aa]. The defendants, directly or indirectly, used the means and
instrumentalities of interstate commerce, or of the mails, or the facilities of a national securities
exchange in connection with the acts, transactions, practices and courses of business alleged
herein.
6.

Venue is proper in this District pursuant to Section 22(a) of the Securities Act [15

U.S.C. § 77v(a)] and Sections 2I(d), 2I(e) and 27 of the Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. §§ 78u(d),
78u(e) and 78aa] because a substantial portion ofthe conduct alleged in this complaint occurred
within the Southern District of Florida and the headquarters of GlobeTel Communications Corp.
("GlobeTel") is located in the district.
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DEFENDANT
7.

Timothy M. Huff, 42, presently has his primary residence in St. Louis, Missouri.

From 2002 to 2007, Huff lived in Broward County, Florida. He was GlobeTel' s chief executive
officer ("CEO") and a director from April 2002 until September 2006, when he became the
company's chief technology officer. As CEO, Huff oversaw the operations of the entire
company. Huffleft GlobeTel in March 2007, although he continued to function as a consultant
to the company.

ISSUER
8.

GlobeTel Communications Corp. ("GlobeTel"), which has changed its name to

Sanswire Corp., is a Delaware corporation that was incorporated in July 2002, with a
headquarters in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Prior to July 2002, GlobeTel was a wholly owned
subsidiary of American Diversified Group, Inc. ("ADGI"). Until February 2007, its
headquarters were in Pembroke Pines, Florida. The common stock of GlobeTel was registered
pursuant to Section 12(g) of the Exchange Act. Its shares traded on the Over-The-Counter
Bulletin Board from 2002 to May 2005, traded on the American Stock Exchange ("AMEX")
from in or about May 2005 until the AMEX delisted the company on October 11, 2006, and were
listed over-the-counter on the Pink Sheets after that date.
9.

GlobeTel purported to be in a number of businesses from 2002 to 2006, including

the development of an airship to broadcast telecommunications to entire cities and the
installation of $600 million in wireh:~ss networks in Russia.
10.

As part of its efforts to join the AMEX, GlobeTel initiated a 1 for 15 reverse stock

split on May 23, 2005.
3
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GlobeTel's independent auditor from 2002 through 2006 was Dohan & Co., a

Miami firm that GlobeTel dismissed on January 4, 2007.
12.

On November 2,2007, the company filed a restated Form lO-KSB that reported

revenue, expenses and profits for 2004. On December 5,2007, the company filed a restated
Form 10-K for 2005 in which the company included financial statements for 2004.

ADDITIONAL GLOBETEL OFFICER
13.

Thomas Y. Jimenez, 48, has his primary residence in Broward County, Florida.

He was chief financial officer ("CFO") of GlobeTel and its predecessor from October 1999 until
April 2006, when he retired. As CFO, he oversaw all accounting functions and GlobeTel's
financial reporting, including financial reports included in GlobeTel's filings with the
Commission. Jimenez is a CPA licensed in New York, although his license has lapsed.

A.

GLOBETEL'S TELECOMMUNICATIONS BUSINESS
14.

Wholesale telecom companies make money by connecting people who want to

make telephone calls or other electronic transmissions with companies whose networks have
access to the location the customers wish to call. Using "switches" that are either large computer
arrays or cable connections, wholesale telecom companies pay by the minute for the right to
connect telephone calls to other companies' networks and sell that "termination" service to their
customers. A wholesale telecom company's profit is based upon the spread between the price
paid to the vendors who provide the termination service and the price it charges its customers for
access to the termination service ("margin" or "gross profit").
15.

In 2002, GlobeTel was engaged in the business of providing telecommunication

("telecom") services primarily involving Internet telephone services using Voice over Internet
4
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Protocol ("VoIP") equipment. GlobeTel claimed that it provided these services on an
international basis through "hubs" in New York, New York, Jersey City, New Jersey, Miami,
Florida, Los Angeles, California, and in foreign countries in which it did business. GlobeTel
reported that in 2002 it had "virtual" networks serving customers in Venezuela, Australia, China,
Brazil, the Philippines and Malaysia, and physical networks serving customers in Jamaica and
Mexico.
16.

In its 2002 Annual Report filed with the Commission in April 2003, GlobeTel

claimed that its "strategic plan" was to install a worldwide VoIP network, consisting of regional
centers or "hubs" strategically located around the world.
17.

In its 2002 Annual Report, GlobeTel stated that in 2002 it had entered a service

provider agreement with Trans Global Ventures, Inc., ("TGVI"), related to the operation of
GlobeTel's telecom network in Brazil. GlobeTel reported that TGVI had existing telecom
networks in Brazil with a capacity of three million minutes per month. GlobeTel reported that
beginning in July 2002, its Brazilia:o. network was operating at or near its maximum capacity of
four million minutes per month.
18.

GlobeTel also stated in its 2002 Annual Report that in June 2002 it entered a

memorandum of understanding with Qualnet Telecom, LLC ("Qualnet") for a joint venture to
build a VoIP telecom network in Mexico for call termination throughout the country with a
capacity of eight million minutes pier month. GlobeTel stated that later in 2002, it agreed that
Qualnet would act as a service provider for GlobeTel's VoIP telecom network in Mexico.
GlobeTel reported that, because Qualnet had an established customer base in Mexico, its telecom
network was operating near capacity within several weeks of being installed.
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HUFF AND JIMENEZ CREATED FAKE REVENUE IN ORDER TO SELL
GLOBETELSTOCK
19.

In or about summer 2:002, Huff approached Jimenez to discuss the revenue that

GlobeTel was generating from its telecom business. At this time, GlobeTel's foreign telecom
networks, including those in Mexico, Brazil and the Philippines were generating only a small
amount of revenue. Huff was not satisfied with the revenue that was being generated by these
networks and told Jimenez that he wanted GlobeTel to be able to report steadily-increasing
revenue. Huff told Jimenez that he had told investment bankers about the growth of GlobeTel
and that the company needed to recognize revenue to reflect the numbers that he had predicted
for the investment bankers. Huff told Jimenez that they needed to show growth and revenue to
get investors to put money into GlobeTel.
20.

Jimenez devised a plan at Huffs direction to recognize more revenue in Mexico

than GlobeTel was actually producing and offset it with minutes that GlobeTel had supposedly
used. Jimenez showed his plan to Huff, and Huff agreed. At first, the plan was to create
invoices for Mexico for only one or two quarters until the "real business would kick in."
However, the real business did not "kick in," so Jimenez and Huff had to increase revenue
because of the promises that Huff was making to investment bankers.
21.

From in or about May 2002 through in or about October 2004, at or near the end

of each quarter, Huff told Jimenez the total amount of revenue that Huff wanted GlobeTel to
report. Huff also identified the companies for which Jimenez should create fake invoices. All
the companies Huff identified were actual customers or vendors of GlobeTel in Mexico, Brazil
or the Philippines.
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From in or about May 2002 through in or about October 2004, Jimenez arbitrarily

assigned a portion of the total amowlt of revenue Huff requested to GlobeTel's business in
Mexico, Brazil and the Philippines. Once he had determined the amount of fake revenue to be
attributed to each country, Jimenez <:reated fake documents that appeared to be letters and/or
invoices ("fake invoices") from GlolbeTel to its customers and from vendors to GlobeTel. The
fake invoices generated by Jimenez created the false appearance that GlobeTel was billing its
customers and being billed by its vendors on a weekly basis.
23.

All the invoices relating to Brazil, Mexico and the Philippines that Jimenez

created from in or about May 2002 through in or about October 2004, were fake in that GlobeTel
did not engage in the telecom purchases or sales described in the invoices.

C.

GLOBETEL RECORDED REVENUE AND COST OF GOODS AS A RESULT
OF THE FAKE INVOICES CREATED BY HUFF AND JIMENEZ
24.

From in or about May 2002 through in or about October 2004, Jimenez made or

caused to be made entries in GlobeTel's general ledger based upon the fake invoices he created at
Huff s direction.
25.

In 2002, Jimenez made entries in GlobeTel's general ledger indicating GlobeTel

received revenue of about $5.1 million from the operation of its telecom networks in Brazil and
Mexico. This revenue, which accOl.mted for approximately 44 percent of the total revenue
recorded by GlobeTel in 2002, was based upon the fake documents Jimenez created at the
direction of Huff.
26.

In 2002, Jimenez also made entries in GlobeTel's general ledger indicating that

GlobeTel had cost of goods sold of approximately $3.5 million from the operation of its telecom

7
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networks in Brazil and Mexico. These entries were based upon the fake documents Jimenez
created at the direction of Huff.
27.

In 2003, Jimenez made or caused to be made entries in GlobeTel's general ledger

indicating GlobeTel received revenue of about $10.6 million from the operation of its telecom
networks in Brazil and Mexico. This revenue, which accounted for approximately 93 percent of
the total revenue recorded by GlobeTel in 2003, was based upon the fake invoices Jimenez
created at the direction of Huff.
28.

In 2003, Jimenez also made entries in GlobeTel's general ledger indicating that

GlobeTel had cost of goods sold of approximately $7.5 million from the operation of its telecom
networks in Brazil and Mexico. These entries were based upon the fake documents Jimenez
created at the direction of Huff.
29.

In 2004, Jimenez made or caused to be made entries in GlobeTel's general ledger

indicating GlobeTel received revenue of about $10 million from the operation of its telecom
networks in Brazil, Mexico and the Philippines. This revenue, which accounted for
approximately 35 percent of the total revenue recorded by GlobeTel in 2004, was based upon the
fake invoices Jimenez created at the: direction of Huff.
30. In 2004, Jimenez also made or caused to be made entries in GlobeTel's general
ledger indicating that GlobeTel had cost of goods sold of approximately $9.4 million from the
operation of its telecom networks in Brazil, Mexico and the Philippines. These entries were
based upon the fake documents Jimenez created at the direction of Huff.
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In 2002, 2003 and 2004, the amount of revenue GlobeTel recorded as a result of

the fake invoices Jimenez created exceeded the cost of goods sold GlobeTel recorded as a result
ofthe invoices Jimenez created. Therefore, in 2002,2003 and 2004, GlobeTel recorded in its
general ledger a gross profit as a result of the operations of its telecom networks in Brazil,
Mexico and Brazil. As a result of the entries Jimenez made in GlobeTel's general ledger relating
to the operation of GlobeTel's telecom networks in Brazil, Mexico and the Philippines,
GlobeTel recorded gross profits of approximately $1.6 million in 2002, $3 million in 2003 and
$444,000 in 2004.
32.

In 2002, the fictitious revenue from the operation of GlobeTel's telecom

networks in Brazil and Mexico accounted for approximately 32 percent of the gross profits
GlobeTel reported, and in 2003, it accounted for 121 percent of the gross profits GlobeTel
reported. In 2004, if GlobeTel had not reported the fictitious revenue from the operation of
GlobeTel's telecom networks in Brazil, Mexico and the Philippines the gross loss GlobeTel
reported would have increased from approximately $191,000 to approximately $635,000.
33.

Huff knew or was reekless in not knowing that the fake invoices he directed

Jimenez to create would be used by GlobeTel and its accountants to record revenue, cost of
goods sold, accounts receivable, accounts payable and gross profit or loss in the company's
books and records and, consequently, would be incorporated into GlobeTel's reports of revenue
generated by the company.

D.

HUFF MISLEAD THEIR AUDITORS CONCERNING THE FAKE REVENUE
34.

From in about May 2:002 through in or about October 2004, Jimenez provided the

fake invoices he created at Huffs direction to GlobeTel's auditors when they requested them as
9
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part of their reviews and audits of GlobeTel' s financial statements. The auditors relied upon the
. invoices Jimenez provided in conducting their review and audit of GlobeTel's financial
statements.
35.

In 2003, as part of the audit of GlobeTel's 2002 annual report, GlobeTel's auditor

requested CDRs to corroborate the invoices relating to GlobeTel's telecom business in Brazil and
Mexico they had been provided. CDRs are technical documents that record information, such as
the date, length, origin and destination for each telephone call. In this respect, a CDR is similar
to a large telephone bill that documents all the telephone calls that are placed through a telecom
switch.
36.

GlobeTel could not produce CDRs for the fake invoices created by Jimenez

because the telecom traffic the fake invoices represented was fictitious. However, Huff falsely
stated to GlobeTel's auditor that GlobeTel did not have CDRs for the 2002 invoices because the
data would be too large for GlobeTel to retain.
37.

After the auditors requested CDRs, Huff directed Jimenez to contact an employee

of GlobeTel whom Huff knew had software program that could be used to create documents that
looked like actual CDRs using randomly-generated telephone numbers and other information.
Huff directed Jimenez to contact the employee and obtain a copy of the computer program so
they could create fake CDRs to support the fake invoices that Jimenez had created.
38.

In or about August, 2003, Jimenez contacted the employee identified by Huff and

obtained a copy of the computer program. However, Jimenez was unable to determine how to
use the computer program to create fake CDRs. Therefore, for a period oftime in 2003, Huff
created the fake CDRs for the fake invoices that Jimenez created. At some point in 2003, Huff
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instructed Jimenez how to use the CDR computer program and after that date, Jimenez created
fake CDRs for the fake invoices he <:reated at Huffs direction.
39.

The fake CDRs created by both Huff and Jimenez were provided to GlobeTel's

auditor in 2003,2004, and 2005 as e:vidence to corroborate the fake invoices that Jimenez
created. GlobeTel's auditors relied upon those fake CDRs during their review and audit of
GlobeTel's financial statements for the years 2003 and 2004.

E.

HUFF INSTRUCTED JIJ\1ENEZ TO MAKE FALSE ENTRIES IN
GLOBETEVS GENERAL LEDGER TO MAKE IT APPEAR THAT
CUSTOMERS WERE PAYING FOR THE FAKE TRANSACTIONS
40.

When revenue from the fake invoices was recorded on GlobeTel's books, in

accordance with GAAP, an equivah::nt amount of accounts receivable was also recorded to reflect
money owed to GlobeTel's subsidiaries by their customers. However, the revenue from the fake
invoices was fictitious, so no one ever paid the accounts receivable attributable to the fake
invoices and, as a result, millions of dollars of accounts receivables accumulated on GlobeTel's
books each quarter. For example, on December 31, 2002, GlobeTel recorded over $3 million in
accounts receivable as a result of the operations of its telecom network in Mexico. On June 30,
2003, GlobeTel recorded approximately $1.77 million in accounts receivable as a result of the
operations of its telecom network in Mexico, and approximately $1.72 million in accounts
receivable as a result of the operations of its telecom network in Brazil.
41.

GAAP requires a company to create a reserve for accounts receivable that may not

be paid ("bad debt"). Also, if accounts receivable are deemed uncollectible, GAAP requires that
they be written off and a charge be taken against the company's income for the amount of the bad
debt which reduces the company's net profit or increases its net loss.
11
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In order to avoid writing off accounts receivable attributable to the fictitious

revenue from GlobeTel's telecom operations in Mexico, Brazil and the Philippines, Huff
instructed Jimenez to make entries in the general ledger that falsely recorded payments by
customers against those accounts receivable.
43.

On one occasion, Huff deposited in GlobeTel's bank account $300,000 that he

received from a GlobeTel executive as an alleged investment in GlobeTel. Huffinstructed
Jimenez to make an entry in the general ledger that falsely recorded the $300,000 as a payment
by GlobeTel's customer in Brazil and reduced that company's accounts receivable. The $300,00
was not a payment made by a GlobeTel customer or a payment from a third-party on behalf of a
GlobeTel customer. Therefore, GAA.P did not permit GlobeTel to apply the $300,000 against the
accounts receivable owed by any GlobeTel customer.
44.

Between about May 2004 and about February 2005, Huff made six wire transfers

totaling about $980,500 into GlobeTel's bank account from a Suntrust account that he controlled.
The Suntrust account was opened in the name of "GlobeTel Brazil LLC," using $30,000 from
GlobeTel, but was never used for business purposes. Although the $980,500 were the proceeds
of a stock-loan transaction entered into by Huff and other GlobeTel executives, Huff instructed
Jimenez to make entries in the general ledger that falsely recorded the deposits as payments by
GlobeTel's customer in Brazil and reduced the company's account's receivable. This money was
not from payments by a GlobeTel customer or payments from a third-party on behalf of a
GlobeTel customer. Therefore, GAAP did not permit GlobeTel to apply the $980,500 against
the accounts receivable owed by any GlobeTel customer. The transfers of money by Huff that
were used to reduce GlobeTel's accounts receivable are as follows: $50,000 on May 11,2004;
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$55,000 on July 28, 2004, $76,000 on July 30, 2004; $44,500 on December 30, 2004; $500,000
on December 29,2004; and $255,000 on February 15,2005.
45.

During the audits of the financial statements for 2002,2003 and 2004, GlobeTel's

auditors requested and relied upon management representation letters in which Huff certified that
GlobeTel's financial statements are fairly presented in conformity with GAAP and that material
transactions had been properly recorded in the accounting records underlying the financial
statements. Those letters were all false because Huff knew that Jimenez was making entries that
recorded the fake sales, fake purchases and the fake payments from customers.

F.

HUFF MADE FALSE STATEMENTS BY SIGNING PERIODIC STATEMENTS
AND REGISTRATION STATEMENTS
1.

HUFF SIGNED QUARTERLY AND ANNUAL REPORTS FROM
NOVEMBER 2002 TO JUNE 2006 THAT OVERSTATED GLOBETEVS
REVENUE, EXPK'JSES AND PROFITS

46.

GlobeTel reported its 2002-04 financial results in the periodic reports filed for

those periods. In addition, subsequent periodic reports included historical information so
information about the 2002-04 transactions and financial reports were included in periodic filings
(including amended filings) for 2005 and 2006.
47.

As a direct result of Huffs and Jimenez's fraudulent scheme to create and report

fictitious revenue related to Mexico, Brazil and the Philippines, GlobeTel's annual reports
(including amended annual reports} for 2002,2003,2004 and 2005 and its quarterly reports for
the fiscal quarters ended September 30,2002 through September 30, 2005, contained materially
false and misleading statements and disclosures.
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The financial statements were false and misleading because they were created

using GlobeTel's general ledger, in which Jimenez had made entries based on fake documents
and CDRs that he and Huff had created.
49.

As a direct result of the 2002-04 scheme to create fictitious telecom revenue and

the fake invoices and CDRs created by Huff and Jimenez at Huff s direction, Huff materially
misstated its revenue, cost of goods sold, gross profit or loss and net profit or loss for specific
quarters or years during fiscal years 2002 through 2004. Substantially all the transactions
reported from Mexico, Brazil and the Philippines were fake and should not have been reported.
Thus, the financial statements in every filing materially overstated revenue and cost of goods
and/or materially overstated gross margin or net income or understated gross loss and net loss.
50.

The following chart describes the periodic reports filed by GlobeTel between

November 2002 and June 2006 that contained material misstatements:

I

DATE

C

FORM

I

PERIOD

11/14/2002

10QSB

3Q 2002

3/23/2003

10QSB

2002

5/16/2003

10QSB

1Q 2003

8/19/2003

10QSB

2Q 2003

11/20/2003

10QSB

3Q 2003
3Q 2002

4/27/2004

10KSB

2003
2002

5/18/2004

10QSB

1Q 2004
1Q 2003
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I

2Q 2004
2Q 2003

11/15/2004

10QSB

3Q 2004
3Q 2003

3/3112005

10KSB

2004
2003

5/1612005

10QSB

lQ 2004

8/12/2005

10Q

2Q 2004

11/14/2005

10Q

3Q 2004

3/3112006

10K

2004
2003

6/9/2006

1OKSB/A

3004
2003

6/9/2006

10K/A

2004
2003

2.

HUFF SIGNED QUARTERLY AND ANNUAL REPORTS FROM
NOVEMBER 2002 TO JUNE 2006 THAT MADE FALSE STATEMENTS
ABOUT GLOBETl8:L'S BUSINESS AND PAYMENTS BY CUSTOMERS

51.

Huff signed each of the periodic filings listed in paragraph 50, which also

contained false statements that GlobeTe1's customers in Brazil, Mexico and the Philippines had
paid GlobeTel's vendors.
52.

In an annual report £or fiscal year 2002 (Form 10-KSB), filed on April 23, 2003,

GlobeTe1 stated:

15
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a.

During 2002, the Company recognized revenue of $1 ,976,135 and
included cost of revenues of$916,628 (substantially all of which was
paid directly to third party supplies by TGVI) in connection with the
Brazil network; and

b.

During 2002, the company recognized revenue of$3,198,502 and
included in cost of n~venues of $2,674,552 (substantially all of which
was paid directly to third-party suppliers by Qualnet), in connection with
the Mexico network.

These statements were false in that there was no payment by anyone with respect to the
revenue and cost of goods stated in the fake invoices created by Jimenez at Huff s direction.
53.

In a quarterly report for the second quarter of 2003 (Form lO-QSB), filed on
August 19, 2003, GlobeTel stated:

In connection with the Mexico network, $1,371,680 and $2,577,880 during the
three months and six months ended June 30, 2003, respectively, was paid by
our Mexico network customer directly to a local provider of network
termination services, and, accordingly, the accounts receivable due from the
customer was reduced by the same amounts.
This statement was false in that there was no payment by anyone with respect to the
revenue and cost of goods stated in the fake invoices created by Jimenez at Huffs direction.
54.

In an annual report for fiscal year 2003 (Form lO-KSB), filed on April 27, 2004,
GlobeTel stated:

a.

In connection with the Brazil network, $1,955,818 and $916,629 during years
ended December 31, 2003 and 2002 respectively, was paid by our Brazilian
network customer directly to a local provider of network terminations services,
and, accordingly, the accounts receivable due from the customer was reduced by
the same amounts; and

b.

In connection with the Mexico network, $5,609,939 and $2,674,552
during the years ended December 31, 2003 and 2002, respectively, was
paid by our Mexico network customer directly to a local provider of
network termination services, and, accordingly, the accounts receivable
due from the customer was reduced by the same amounts.
16
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These statements were false in that there was no payment by anyone with respect to the
revenue and cost of revenue stated in the fake invoices created by Jimenez at Huff s direction.
55.

GlobeTel's annual rl:::port for 2004 (Form IO-KSB), filed March 31,2005,

amended annual report for 2004 (Form IO-KSB/A), filed June 9, 2006, annual report for 2005
(Form IO-K), filed on March 31,2006, and amended annual report for 2005 (Form IO-KlA), filed
June 9, 2006, all of which were signed by Huff, each stated that 36.5 percent of the companies
revenue for 2004 "continued to be predominately from telecommunications minutes going
through our Mexico, Philippines and Brazil networks through June 2004." These descriptions
were false because Huff and Jimenez had fabricated the transactions and recorded revenue based
upon fake documents.
56.

GlobeTel's annual report for 2005 (Form IO-K), filed on March 31,2006, and

amended annual report for 2005 (Form I O-KlA), filed June 9, 2006, both of which were signed
by Huff, stated that said that the company had written off more than $1 million in accounts
receivable deemed to be uncollectible in 2004 and had increased the company's allowance for
doubtful accounts in 2005 by more than $1 million. Both reports stated that the substantial
portion of that allowance "relates to two of these three customers" in Mexico and Brazil.
However, Huff and GlobeTel failed to disclose that the allowances related to fake transactions
about which the customers were unaware and failed to disclose that Huff had avoided larger
write-offs or allowances by causing GlobeTel to falsely report money transferred from his secret
Suntrust account in 2004 and 2005 as to payments from the customer in Brazil.
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3.

HUFF SIGNED RE:GISTRATION STATEMENTS FROM DECEMBER
2002 TO JULY 2004 THAT INCORPORATED FALSE STATEMENTS IN
THE PERIODIC REPORTS

57.

Between about May 2002 and October 2004, GlobeTel filed the following seven

registrations statements with the Commission registering the sale of its common stock that were
signed by Huff:

Filing

I

Date

I

[ CEO Who Signed the
Registration Statement

Number of Shares
Registered

Form 8-8

Dec. 10,2002

Huff

2,500,000

Form 8B-2

Dec. 16, 2002

Huff

65,000,000

Form 8-8

July 31, 2003

Huff

21,000,000

Form 8-8

Oct. 15,2003

Huff

5,650,000

Form 8-8

Jan. 8,2004

Huff

33,000,000

Form 8-8

Feb. 17,2004

Huff

9,100,000

Form 8-8

July 22,2004

Huff

24,666,190

58.

These statements registered the sale of approximately 161 million shares of

GlobeTel's common stock. All seven registration statements reported and/or incorporated by
reference GlobeTel's overstated revenue and, therefore, contained materially false and
misleading statements and disclosures.

G.

HUFF CAUSED GLOBETEL TO MAKE MATERIALLY FALSE AND
MISLEADING STATEMENTS IN ITS FILINGS AND PRESS RELEASES
59.

Huff signed the periodic filings GlobeTel made from at least November 2002

through June 2006, as described in paragraph 50, and he certified that these filings did not
contain any material misstatements or omit material information and that the reports fairly
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presented in all material respects GlobeTel's financial condition and results of operations. Huff
knew, or was reckless in not knowing, that these certifications were materially false and
misleading with respect to the descri"ptions of GlobeTel's business in Mexico, Brazil and the
Philippines.
60.

When Huff signed the registration statements described in paragraph 57, he knew

or was reckless in not knowing that they were materially false and misleading with respect to the
descriptions of Globetel's business in Mexico, Brazil and the Philippines.
61.

In addition, GlobeTell filed an amended annual report for 2004 on November 2,

2007 and an amended annual report for 2005 on December 5, 2007 that Huff did not sign. Those
periodic reports also incorporated the 2004 Mexico, Brazil and Philippines revenue and expenses
and therefore misstated the company's financial statements for 2004 and 2005.
62.

As a direct result of the 2002-04 scheme to create fictitious telecom revenue and

Huffs failure to disclose that he and Jimenez had created fake documents and CDRs at Huffs
direction, GlobeTel misstated its revenue, cost of goods sold, net profit and assets during fiscal
years 2002 through 2004 by millions of dollars. Consequently, GlobeTel misstated those items
in its periodic filings and registration statements filed with the Commission and in press releases
GlobeTel issued between November 2002 and December 2007.
63.

Huff knew or was reckless in not knowing that the invoices and CDRs that he and

Jimenez created were false and that the fictitious Mexican, Brazilian and Filipino purchases and
sales they reported to GlobeTel would be recorded in GlobeTel's books and records and
incorporated into the revenue, cost of goods sold, net profit or loss and assets reported in
GlobeTel's periodic reports, registration statements and press releases.
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Huff also knew that GlobeTel's accountants and auditors would rely upon the

invoices to record the revenue and cost of goods sold and would rely upon the CDRs to confirin
that the invoices were true. The auditors requested the CDRs from Huff and Jimenez as part of
their review and auditing procedures.
65.

In addition to its pubJ:ic filings, GlobeTel made materially false and misleading

statements in every press release that announced the revenue numbers discussed above. For
example, GlobeTel issued a press release on or about April 23, 2003 that stated
GlobeTel Communications Corp. (GTEL) GTEL, with the filing of its year 2002
Form 10-KSB, announced today that the company reported record revenues of
$11.69 million, up from $3.38 million, in 2001.
66.

The $11.69 million in revenue GlobeTel reported in the April 23, 2003 press

release was materially overstated because it was based, in part, upon the fake invoices created by
Jimenez at Huffs direction.

H.

HUFF CAUSED GLOBETEVS BOOKS AND RECORDS TO FAIL TO
PROPERLY REFLECT THE COMPANY'S REVENUE, ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE AND LIAUILITIES
67.

GlobeTel's books, records and accounts failed to properly reflect the company's

transactions including, but not limited to, the following:
(a)

The fake invoices cn::ated by Jimenez, at Huffs direction indicating GlobeTel

engaged in sales and purchases in Brazil, Mexico and the Philippines that, in reality, did not
occur. Huff created or directed Jimenez to create the false invoices and CDRs and to submit
them to GlobeTel's finance department knowing that they would cause GlobeTel to record
revenue in its general ledger and financial statements.
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GlobeTel's general ledger falsely recorded that the accounts receivable from

Brazil, Mexico and the Philippines had been paid or otherwise settled and that GlobeTel had
either paid or otherwise settled its liabilities. Huff made or directed the improper general ledger
entries that created those errors.
68.

The books, records and accounts that were false include, but are not limited to, the

fake invoices concerning Brazil, Mexico, and the Philippines, accounts in GlobeTe1's general
ledgers that reflect revenue, cost of goods sold, accounts receivable and liabilities, and
GlobeTe1's cash flow and balance sheets that summarize the information from the general
ledgers.
I.

GLOBETEL PAID HUFF ABOUT $4.9 MILLION, AND HE EXERCISED
STOCK OPTIONS WORTH MORE THAN $1.5 MILLION

69.

From 2002 to 2006, Huff received compensation from GlobeTe1 of about $4.9

million and exercised stock options in 2004 and 2005 with a value of more than $1.5 million
dollars.
FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Violations of Section 17(a) of the Securities Act)

70.

Paragraphs 1 through 69 are realleged and incorporated herein by reference.

71.

As described above, Huff directly or indirectly, in the offer or sale of GlobeTel

securities, by the use of means or instruments of transportation or communication in interstate
commerce or by the use of the mails, knowingly, recklessly or negligently:
(a)

employed devices, schemes or artifices to defraud;
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obtained money or property by means of untrue statements of material fact

or by omitting to state material facts necessary in order to make the statements made, in
the light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading; or
(c)

engaged in transactions, practices or courses of business which operated or

would operate as a fraud or deceit upon the purchasers of GlobeTel securities.
72.

The scheme of Huff included, among others, the following fraudulent acts, untrue

statements of material fact and mat~:rial omissions:
(a)

From 2002 through 2004, Huff directed Jimenez to create fake invoices

that appeared to record purchases and sales in Mexico, Brazil and the Philippines. During
this same period Huff created or directed Jimenez to create fake CDRs to support the fake
invoices. These allegations are described in the paragraphs in Sections A-E, above.
(b)

From 2002 through 2004, Huff caused to be made entries in GlobeTel' s

general ledger based upon the fake invoices that caused GlobeTel to record and report
material overstatements in revenue, cost of goods sold, accounts receivable, accounts
payable, and net profit. These allegations are described in the paragraphs in Section C,
above.
(c)

From 2002 through 2007, Huff signed periodic reports and registration

statements and caused GlobeTel to file other periodic reports that included the false
financial statements and oth~r false statements about how GlobeTel recorded revenue and
whether GlobeTel's customers made payments directly to GlobeTel's vendors. These
allegations are described in the paragraphs in Sections F & G, above.
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From 2002 through 2004, Huff caused to be made entries in GlobeTel's

books and records that falsely reported that customers had paid the accounts receivable
associated with the Mexico, Brazil and Philippines traffic. As part of this effort, Huff
took money from a GlobeTel executive and transferred money from a bank account that
he controlled and instructed Jimenez to make entries that did not properly record the
transactions. These allegations are described in the paragraphs in Section E, above.
73.

The fraudulent acts, untrue statements of material fact and material omissions of

Huff directly or indirectly caused the following materially false and misleading statements of fact
which operated, or would have operated, as a fraud or deceit upon purchasers of GlobeTel
securities:
(a)

Between November 2002 and December 2007, GlobeTel's annual reports for

2002 to 2005 and its quarterly reports for the fiscal quarters ended September 30, 2002,
through September 2005 (including reports signed by Huff) and GlobeTel's press
releases, contained materially false and misleading statements and disclosures, as
described in the paragraphs in Section F & G, above.
(b)

Between December 2002 and July 2004, GlobeTel filed registration statements

with the Commission that registered the sale of approximately 161 million shares of
GlobeTel stock. All of the registration statements (including statements signed by Huff)
included and/or incorporated by reference the materially false and misleading statements
concerning GlobeTel's revenue and cost of goods sold from GlobeTel's quarterly and
annual reports. These allegations are described in Section F above.
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By engaging in the conduct alleged, defendants Jimenez and Lynch violated, and

unless enjoined will continue to violate, Section 17(a) ofthe Securities Act [15 U.S.C. § 77q(a)].
SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Violations of Section 1O(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5)

75.

Paragraphs 1 through 74 are realleged and incorporated herein by reference.

76.

As described above, Huff directly or indirectly, in connection with the purchase or

sale of securities, by the use of means or instrumentalities of interstate commerce, or of the mails,
or of a facility of a national securities exchange, knowingly or recklessly:
(a)

employed devices, schemes or artifices to defraud;

(b)

made untrue statements of material facts or omitted to state material facts

necessary in order to make the statements made, in the light of the circumstances under
which they were made, not misleading; or
(c)

engaged in acts, practices or courses of business which operated or would

operate as a fraud or deceit upon other persons.
77.

The scheme of Huff included, among others, the following fraudulent acts, untrue

statements of material fact and material omissions:
(a)

From 2002 through 2004, Huff directed Jimenez to create fake invoices

that appeared to record purchases and sales in Mexico, Brazil and the Philippines. During
this same period Huff created or directed Jimenez to create fake CDRs to support the fake
invoices. These allegations are described in the paragraphs in Sections A-E, above.
(b)

From 2002 through 2004, Huff caused to be made entries in GlobeTel's

general ledger based upon the fake invoices that caused GlobeTel to record and report
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material overstatements in revenue, cost of goods sold, accounts receivable, accounts
payable, and net profit. These allegations are described in the paragraphs in Sections C,
above.
(c)

From 2002 through 2007, Huff signed periodic reports and registration

statements and caused Globt~Tel to file other periodic reports that included the false
financial statements and other false statements about how GlobeTel recorded revenue and
whether GlobeTel's customers made payments directly to GlobeTel's vendors. These
allegations are described in the paragraphs in Sections F & G, above.
(d)

From 2002 through 2004, Huff caused to be made entries in GlobeTel's

books and records that falsely reported that customers had paid the accounts receivable
associated with the Mexico, Brazil and Philippines traffic. As part of this effort, Huff
took money from a GlobeTel executive and transferred money from a bank account that
he controlled and instructed Jimenez to make entries that did not properly record the
transactions. These allegations are described in the paragraphs in Section E, above.
78.

The fraudulent acts, untrue statements of material fact and material omissions of

Huff directly caused the following materially false and misleading statements of fact which
operated, or would have operated, as a fraud or deceit upon purchasers of GlobeTel securities:
(a)

Between November 2002 and December 2007, GlobeTel's annual reports

for 2002 to 2005 and its quarterly reports for the fiscal quarters ended September 30,
2002, through September 2005 (including reports signed by Huff) and GlobeTel's press
releases, contained materially false and misleading statements and disclosures, as
described in the paragraphs in Section F & G, above.
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Between December 2002 and July 2004, GlobeTel filed registration

statements with the Commission that registered the sale of approximately 161 million
shares of GlobeTel stock. All of the registration statements (including statements signed
by Huff) included and/or incorporated by reference the materially false and misleading
statements concerning Globt::Tel's revenue and cost of goods sold from GlobeTel's
quarterly and annual reports. These allegations are described in Section F above.
79.

By reason of the foregoing, Huffviolated or aided and abetted GlobeTel's

violations, and unless enjoined will continue to violate, Section 10(b) ofthe Exchange Act [15
U.S.C. § 78j(b)] and Rule 10b-5 thereunder [17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5].
THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Violation of Exchange Act Rule 13a-14)

80.

Paragraphs 1 through 79 are realleged and incorporated herein by reference.

81.

Huff signed false certifications in 16 of GlobeTel' s quarterly reports and four of

GlobeTel's annual reports, including those listed in Section F(l). Among other things, Huff
certified that he had reviewed each of these reports and, based on his knowledge, these reports,
(i) did not contain any untrue statement of material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary
to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were
made, not misleading and (ii) included financial statements and other financial information
which fairly presented, in all material respects, GlobeTel's financial condition, results of
operations and cash flows. These re:presentations were false because Huff knew that the filings
contained material misstatements and omissions, including those concerning the amount of
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revenue and profit and about the business conducted by GlobeTel, as described in Sections A-G,
above.
82.

By reason of the foregoing, Huff violated Exchange Act Rule 13a-14 [17 C.F.R. §

240.13a-14] and unless permanently enjoined will continue to violate this section.
FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Violation of Exchange Act Rule 13b2-2)

83.

Paragraphs 1 through 82 are realleged and incorporated herein by reference.

84.

Huff, while CEO of GlobeTel, made and caused to be made materially false and

misleading statements to GlobeTel's auditors during the audit of GlobeTel's financial statements
and during the preparation of GlobeTel' s periodic reports filed with the Commission. In part, he
personally told the auditors untrue statements about CDRs, personally created fake CDRs that he
knew the auditors would rely upon, and instructed Jimenez to create fake documents and CDRs
upon which he knew the auditors would rely, as described in Section D.
85.

Huff made or caused Jimenez to make materially false and misleading statements

to GlobeTel's auditors during the audits of GlobeTel's financial statements as part of the
preparation of GlobeTel's annual reports for 2002 to 2005 and its quarterly reports for the fiscal
quarters ended September 30, 2002, through September 2005. Specifically, Huffmade or caused
Jimenez to make materially false and misleading statements concerning at least:
(a)

The amount of revenue, cost of goods and profit resulting from the

operation of GlobeTel's telecom networks in Brazil, Mexico and the Philippines
as described in Sections Band C;
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The validity ofthe invoices and CDRs provided to the auditors as proof of

the revenue and cost of goods resulting from the operation of GlobeTel's telecom
networks in Brazil, Mexico and the Philippines as described in Section D;
(c)

The extent to which the accounts receivable resulting from the operation

of GlobeTel's telecom networks in Brazil, Mexico and the Philippines were
actually paid as described in Section E.
86.

In addition, Huff signed management representation letters that he knew to be

false in connection with the audits of 2002-05.
87.

By reason of the foregoing, Huff violated Exchange Act Rule 13b2-2 [17 C.F.R. §

240.I3b2-2] and unless permanently enjoined will continue to violate this section.
FIIi'TH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Aiding and Abetting Violations of Section 13(a) of the Exchange Act and Rules 12b-20,
13a-l, 13a-ll, and 13a-13)

88.

Paragraphs 1 through 87 are realleged and incorporated herein by reference.

89.

Section 20(e) of the Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. § 78t(e)] provides that any person

that knowingly provides substantial assistance to another person in violation of a provision of the
Exchange Act, or any rule or regulation thereunder, shall be deemed to be in violation of such
provision to the same extent as the person to who such assistance is provided.
90.

GlobeTel filed periodic reports with the SEC as described above that contained

untrue statements of material fact or omitted to state material facts required to be stated therein or
necessary to make the statements made not misleading. Those untrue statements or omitted
material facts include the untrue statements concerning GlobeTel's revenue, cost of goods sold,
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gross profit or loss, net profit or loss, and assets during 2002 through 2004 as described in
Sections F-G:
91.

Huffprovided substantial assistance to GlobeTel's untrue statements, including

those about revenue, cost of goods sold, net profit, and as described in the paragraphs A-G,
above.
92.

By reason of the foregoing, Huff aided and abetted GlobeTel's violations of

Section 13(a) of the Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. § 78m(a)] and Rules 12b-20, 13a-l, and 13a-13
thereunder [17 C.F.R §§ 240.12b-20, 240.13a-l, and 240.13a-13] in connection with the "offnet" transactions and the offsetting entries. Unless permanently enjoined, they will continue to
violate those sections.

SIXTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Aiding and Abetting Violations of Sections 13(b)(2)(A) & (B) of the Exchange Act)
93.

Paragraphs 1 through 92 are realleged and incorporated herein by reference.

94.

Section 20(e) of the Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. § 78t(e)] provides that any person

that knowingly provides substantial assistance to another person in violation of a provision of the
Exchange Act, or any rule or regulation thereunder, shall be deemed to be in violation of such
provision to the same extent as the person to who such assistance is provided.
95.

From 2002 through 2004, GlobeTel failed to maintain adequate controls, and

GlobeTel maintained false and misleading books and records that failed, in reasonable detail, to
accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions of its assets as described in Section
H, above. Those books and records include, but are not limited to, the fake documents that
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Jimenez created and GlobeTel maintained, the fake CDRs, the general ledger, and all ofthe
books and records used to create the materially-misleading financial statements.
96.

As set forth in Sections A-H above, Huff substantially assisted GlobeTel's failure

to fail to make and keep the required books and records and to devise and maintain adequate
controls.
97.

By reason of the foregoing, Huff aided and abetted GlobeTel's violations of

Section 13(b)(2)(A) & (B) of the Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. § 78m(b)(2)(A) & (B)] and unless
permanently enjoined will continue to violate those sections.
SEV1ENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Violation of Exchange Act Rule 13b2-l)

98.

Paragraphs 1 through 97 are realleged and incorporated herein by reference.

99.

Huff falsified or caused Jimenez to falsify the books, records and accounts of

GlobeTel. For example, Huff created false CDRs, caused Jimenez to create false CDRs, invoices
and documents relating to Mexico, Brazil and the Philippines, and caused Jimenez to made false
entries in GlobeTel's general ledger about sales and purchases in those countries and about
payments by those customers.
100.

By reason of the foregoing, Huff violated Exchange Act Rule 13b2-1 [17 C.F.R. §

240.13b2-1] and unless permanently enjoined will continue to violate this section.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, the Commission respectfully requests that this Court enter a judgment:
(a)

permanently enjoining Huff, his agents, servants, employees, attorneys, and those

in active concert or participation with them, who receive actual notice by personal service or
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otherwise, from (i) violating Section 17(a) of the Securities Act [15 U.S.C. § 77q(a)]; (ii)
violating Section lOeb) of the Exch[mge Act [15 U.S.C §§ 78j(b)] and Rule 10b-5 [17 C.F.R. §
240.10b-5] promulgated thereunder; (iii) violating Exchange Act Rule 13a-14 [17 C.F.R. §
240.13a-14]; (iv) violating Exchange Act Rule 13b2-1 [17 C.F.R. §§ 240.13b2-1]; (v) violating
Section 13(a) of the Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. § 78m(a)] and Rules 12b-20, 13a-l, 13a-ll and
13a-13 promulgated thereunder [17 C.F.R. § 240.12b-20, 240.13a-l, 240.13a-ll, 240. 13a-13 and
240.13a-14]; and (vi) violating Section 13(b)(2)(A) of the Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. §
78m(b)(2)(A)].
(b)

ordering Huff to disgorge all profits that resulted from violations of the federal

securities, along with prejudgment interest;
(c)

ordering Huff to pay civil money penalties pursuant to Section 24 of the Securities

Act [15 U.S.C. § 77x] and Section 21(d)(3) of the Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. § 78u(d)(3)];
(d)

permanently barring Huff from serving as an officer or director of a publicly

traded company pursuant to Section 21(d) of the Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. § 78u(d)]; and
(e)

granting such other relief as this Court may deem just and appropriate.
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Respectfully submitted,

7~~...,..Of Counsel:
Cheryl J. Scarboro

Jeffe T. Infelise (DC 546998)
Special Florida Bar No. A5501154
infelisej@sec.gov
Reid A. Muoio
Special Florida Bar No. A5501160
muoior@sec.gov
Brent Mitchell
Special Florida Bar No. A5501159
mitchellb@sec.gov
100 F Street NE
Washington, D.C. 20549
(tel) (202) 551-4904 (lnfelise)
(fax) (202) 772-9362 (lnfelise)
Attorneys for Plaintiff,
Securities and Exchange Commission
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